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Seismo-electromagnetic thin-bed responses:
Natural signal enhancements?

N. Grobbe1 and E. C. Slob1

1Department of Geoscience and Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands

Abstract We study if nature can help us overcome the very low signal-to-noise ratio of
seismo-electromagnetic converted fields by investigating the effects of thin-bed geological structures
on the seismo-electromagnetic signal. To investigate the effects of bed thinning on the
seismo-electromagnetic interference patterns, we numerically simulate seismo-electromagnetic wave
propagation through horizontally layered media with different amounts and thicknesses of thin beds. We
distinguish two limits of bed thickness. Below the upper limit, the package of thin beds starts acting like
an “effective” medium. Below the lower limit, further thinning does not affect the seismo-electromagnetic
interface response signal strength anymore. We demonstrate seismo-electromagnetic sensitivity to
changes in medium parameters on a spatial scale much smaller than the seismic resolution. Increasing
amounts of thin beds can cause the interface response signal strength to increase or decrease. Whether
constructive or destructive interference occurs seems to be dependent on the seismo-electromagnetic
coupling coefficient contrasts. When the combined result of the contrast, between upper half-space and
package of thin beds and the internal thin-bed contrast, is positive, constructive interference occurs.
Destructive interference occurs when the combined contrast is negative. Maximum amplitude tuning
occurs for thicknesses of thin-bed packages similar to the dominant pressure and shear wavelengths.
Artifacts due to model periodicity are excluded by comparing periodic media with random models. By
simulating moving oil/water contacts during production, where the oil layer is gradually being thinned,
seismo-electromagnetic signals are proven very sensitive to oil/water contacts. An oil layer with a thickness
of <1% of the dominant shear wavelength is still recognized.

1. Introduction

In the field of global geophysics, seismology is the most important tool for imaging the Earth, which makes
use of the mechanical waves that are generated due to natural hazards like earthquakes. Also in the field of
applied geophysics, seismic imaging plays the key role in exploration. However, besides seismic waves, other
types of physical phenomena are increasingly being exploited for geophysical purposes, both for global-scale
and exploration-scale purposes. Examples are electromagnetic methods like Induced Polarization [e.g., Mar-
shall and Madden, 1959; Oldenburg and Li, 1994; Revil and Florsch, 2010], Magnetotelluric methods [e.g.,
Cagniard, 1953; Vozoff , 1972; Colombo and De Stefano, 2007; Carbajal et al., 2012], Ground-Penetrating Radar
[e.g., Sambuelli et al., 1999; Guha et al., 2005; Kruse et al., 2006; Feld and Slob, 2014], and Controlled Source
Electromagnetics [e.g., Constable, 2010; Hunziker et al., 2011; Colombo et al., 2013; Hunziker et al., 2014]. Fur-
thermore, even within seismic wave studies, different approaches exist as well. Classically, only acoustic waves
were being used. In addition, elastodynamic systems are used to describe the pressure and shear wave
propagation. More complex systems are being studied increasingly as well, like viscoelastic and poroelas-
tic wave propagation [e.g., Carcione et al., 2010; Rubino et al., 2015]. There have also been studies focusing
on interactions between mechanical wavefields and electromagnetic fields. Currently, we know two types
of seismo-electromagnetic effects. In 1936, Thompson [1936] showed that an electric field change can occur
associated to elastodynamic waves, since the mechanical disturbances change the local resistivity of the
medium. He demonstrated this using a setup that actively generates a constant current between two elec-
trodes and that measures the potential difference. While measuring, an elastodynamic wave propagates in
the medium, passing by the electrodes and creating a change in potential difference. Thompson [1936] sug-
gested that these measurements could be used to distinguish the propagation direction of different arrivals
(for example, horizontal versus vertical propagation). The second type of seismo-electromagnetic effect was
first described by Ivanov [1940], who discussed the coupling between mechanical waves and fully coupled
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electromagnetic fields, where the electric and magnetic fields are influencing each other. This is the type of
seismo-electromagnetic phenomenon that we investigate in this paper. A theory for wave propagation of
electrokinetic phenomena in fluid-saturated porous media was developed by Frenkel [1944], in which he pre-
dicted the slow compressional wave and the seismo-electromagnetic effect. He made a marginal error in the
development of the Biot-Gassmann constants and also only considered the electric effect and not the full
Maxwell equations [Pride and Garambois, 2005]. It was Pride [1994] who derived a set of governing equations
describing the seismo-electromagnetic system by coupling Biot’s poroelasticity equations to the full Maxwell
electromagnetic equations. This boosted the geophysical research on seismo-electromagnetic phenomena.
Several laboratory experiments [e.g., Jouniaux and Pozzi, 1995; Zhu and Toksöz, 2005; Schakel et al., 2011],
numerical modeling experiments [e.g., Haartsen and Pride, 1997; Haines and Pride, 2006; Garambois and Diet-
rich, 2002; Zyserman et al., 2010; Grobbe and Slob, 2013; Kröger et al., 2014; Grobbe et al., 2014; N. Grobbe et al.,
Comparison of eigenvectors for coupled seismo-electromagnetic layered-Earth modeling, submitted to Geo-
physical Journal International, 2015], and field tests [e.g., Butler et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 2007; Dean et al.,
2012] have been carried out in attempts to understand this complex physical phenomenon better and to
develop applications for the geophysical community.

The seismo-electromagnetic effect takes advantage of subsurface coupling between mechanical wavefields
and electromagnetic fields. In this way, seismo-electromagnetic phenomena offer simultaneously seismic
resolution and electromagnetic fluid sensitivity. Furthermore, several studies have already shown that the
seismo-electromagnetic method can provide us with supplemental information on crucial reservoir parame-
ters like porosity and permeability, as well as sensitivity to pore fluid properties [e.g., Pride, 1994; Haines and
Pride, 2006; Revil et al., 2007; Smeulders et al., 2014]. This can potentially be used, for example, to detect or
monitor gas/water or oil/water contacts. Recently, the seismo-electromagnetic effect is also studied for global
scale applications, e.g., using seismo-electromagnetic phenomena for the detection of microcracks prior to
ruptures generating earthquakes [e.g., Fujinawa et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2012; Fujinawa and Noda, 2015].

Currently, one of the major challenges of the seismo-electromagnetic method is the very weak signal-to-noise
ratio of the seismo-electromagnetic signals. In order to make the seismo-electromagnetic method feasible
for industrial and natural hazard applications, we need to find ways to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
especially this second-order effect. There are some examples of successful field tests [e.g., Butler et al., 1996;
Thompson et al., 2007]. However, more real data examples of the seismo-electromagnetic method are required
to really bring this method to the next level. Several different attempts have been made over the last couple
of years. For example, Dean and Dupuis [2011], Dean et al. [2012], and Valuri et al. [2012] used a large commer-
cial hydraulic vibrator to try and boost the signal-to-noise ratio of the seismo-electromagnetic data. Recently,
Sava and Revil [2012], Revil et al. [2013], and Sava et al. [2014] have explored to use seismo-electromagnetic
focusing techniques to maximize the seismo-electromagnetic conversion. All of these methods seem to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. However, the desired amplification of the signal for guaranteed successful
measurements in the field has not yet been achieved.

But what if nature itself can already help us? From seismics, it is well known that a seismic wave traveling
through a package of thin beds can experience amplitude-tuning effects that result in anomalously high
amplitudes for the seismic signal [e.g., Widess, 1973; Robertson and Nogami, 1984]. Can similar enhancing
signal effects occur for seismo-electromagnetic phenomena? We start with a brief recapitulation of seismic
amplitude tuning effects in thin-bed geological settings, including an extension toward the seismo-
electromagnetic scenario. We will then numerically investigate what effects thin beds can have on the
seismo-electromagnetic signal, thereby focusing especially on the seismo-electromagnetic conversion. To
this end, we use our analytically based, numerical modeling code ESSEMOD (Electromagneto-seismic and
seismo-electromagnetic Modeling) [Grobbe and Slob, 2013; Grobbe et al., 2014, N. Grobbe et al., submitted
manuscript, 2015]. We observe that certain thin-bed geological settings can yield constructive interference
of the seismo-electromagnetic responses, amplifying the signal strength with a factor of 3. We will high-
light the factors that play a role in this possible enhancement of the seismo-electromagnetic signal strength
by thin beds. We study the effects of the seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient contrasts by varying
the electrolyte concentrations of the pore fluid. The seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient is a very
important seismo-electromagnetic parameter, since this parameter controls the amount of coupling between
the mechanical waves and the electromagnetic fields. At low frequencies, this coefficient is fundamentally
the same as the coefficient measured in classical streaming potential laboratory experiments [e.g., Morgan
et al., 1989; Jouniaux et al., 2000; Schoemaker et al., 2012]. We finalize by focusing on an oil/water contact in a
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reservoir, and by simulating production we will see the effects a varying ratio of oil/water thickness has on
the seismo-electromagnetic signals.

2. Theory: Brief Introduction to Seismo-electromagnetics and Thin Beds

Seismo-electromagnetic phenomena can be described by Biot’s poroelasticity equations [Biot, 1956] coupled
to Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations. Using the principle of volume averaging, Pride [1994] derived a set
of governing equations for seismo-electromagnetic phenomena in fully saturated porous media. Pride and
Haartsen [1996] and Haartsen and Pride [1997] showed how to use these governing equations to describe
seismo-electromagnetic wave propagation in horizontally layered, radially symmetric, fluid-saturated porous
media. Recently, Warden et al. [2013] have extended the theory to deal with partially saturated media as well.
Revil and coauthors have developed and tested an alternative formulation of the seismo-electromagnetic
theory [e.g., Revil et al., 2003; Jardani et al., 2010; Revil et al., 2015]. In the seismo-electromagnetic theory of
Pride [1994], full coupling between the electric and magnetic fields is considered, whereas Revil and coau-
thors make use of the well-known quasi-static approach for electromagnetic fields, which exploits the fact
that at low frequency (which seems to be applicable to the seismo-electromagnetic effect where seismic fre-
quencies are considered), the electric and magnetic parts are not coupled. Hence, the rotation-free electric
field can be written as minus the gradient of an electrical potential. Since seismo-electromagnetic phenom-
ena are sensitive to a huge amount of parameters, being able to simplify the system, for example, in this way,
might be beneficial for both our understanding of the phenomenon as well as for further developing the tech-
nique toward imaging and inversion [e.g., Sava and Revil, 2012; Sava et al., 2014]. In seismo-electromagnetic
phenomena, the actual coupling occurs in transport equations that are constituents of Biot’s and Maxwell’s
equations. Different assumptions can be made regarding the physical mechanisms that underlie the model.
These assumptions have their effect on the actual model parameters. In the theory as presented by Pride
[1994], and as adopted in our paper, he assumes that no wave-induced diffusion effects occur, that there are no
chemical gradients present (meaning that there are no free charges induced on the surfaces of the grains), that
there is no wave scattering at the scale of the grains, that there are no piezoelectric or other anisotropic effects
occurring, and that the disturbances that happen in the medium only have linear effects. Furthermore, the
pore fluids are assumed to be ideal electrolytes. It is important to realize that these postulates that Pride [1994]
states, affecting the dynamic coupling coefficient and permeability as well as the electrical conductivity,
are not per definition the correct ones. Revil and Mahardika [2013] present an elegant alternative using
other assumptions. This results in theoretical complex conductivity expressions that agree with experimen-
tally observed quadrature conductivities. Their formulation allows for investigating seismo-electromagnetic
effects (so in this case no quasi-static approach is used) in unsaturated porous media. Recently, Jardani and
Revil [2015] extended the theory for full coupling in two-phase flow media.

Two types of seismo-electromagnetic coupling can be distinguished (see Schoemaker et al. [2012], for a
schematic illustration): First of all, localized coupling generating an electromagnetic field that is present inside
the seismic wave and travels with seismic velocity is referred to as the coseismic field. Since the coseismic field
is generated locally it can only provide us with localized information close to the receivers. This effect might
therefore be useful for borehole applications, such as those discussed by, e.g., Zhu et al. [2000] and Zhu and
Toksöz [2005]. Another borehole application might be to map the permeability close around the well with the
purpose of determining where to optimally perforate the well casings.

The second type of coupling is referred to as the seismo-electromagnetic conversion or interface response
(IR) field. This second-order coupling effect yields an independent electromagnetic field diffusing with elec-
tromagnetic velocity, which is generated whenever there is a contrast in mechanical, hydraulic or electrical
medium parameters. The electromagnetic diffusive velocity is several orders of magnitude higher than the
seismic wave velocities. These diffusive electromagnetic events will arrive almost instantaneously at the
receiver level, and hence, these IR events will show up in seismoelectrograms as more or less horizontal events
at one-way seismic traveltime (the seismic traveltime from the source to the generating interface). These con-
verted fields can provide us with information at depth and are therefore of primary interest when exploiting
seismo-electromagnetic methods in industry. However, since these fields are second-order coupling effects,
their signal-to-noise ratio is very low. The IR fields might also be useful in borehole scenarios, if the receivers
are then located close to the target area of interest, and hence, less amplitude losses will occur for the diffusive
electromagnetic fields.
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In addition, seismo-electromagnetic conversion occurs directly at the source, where, for example, an instan-
taneous electromagnetic field is being generated upon seismic source impact. This is sometimes referred to
as a third type of seismo-electromagnetic signal [see, e.g., Revil et al., 2015].

Despite possible borehole applications, the main challenge for the seismo-electromagnetic method remains
to be able to boost the signal-to-noise ratio of the events. In the field of seismic exploration, it is well
known that when a seismic wave travels through a package of thin layers (with appropriate amplifying thick-
ness), amplitude-tuning effects can occur resulting in anonamously high amplitudes [Robertson and Nogami,
1984]. The big question is, can similar naturally signal-enhancing effects occur for seismo-electromagnetic
phenomena? Since the seismo-electromagnetic effect is a complex physical phenomenon of which very lit-
tle is still understood, the exact effect of a seismo-electromagnetic wave propagating through a package
of thin beds is unpredictable. However, one can intuitively understand that constructive interference might
take place. Let us consider the following thought experiment: since the IR fields arrive almost instantaneously
at one-way seismic traveltime, an incremental increase in seismic traveltime (due to, for example, down-
ward wave propagation through a thin bed) followed by a seismo-electromagnetic conversion at the bottom
interface of the thin bed (that arrives instantaneously on seismic timescales), might result in constructive
interference of the recorded IR fields. In other words, when the one-way seismic traveltime is not increas-
ing too much, the generated IR field of the bottom interface of a certain thin bed might map constructively
on the generated IR field of the top interface of the thin bed. The possibility of IR field enhancing effects
due to the presence of a thin bed has been discussed in Pride and Garambois [2005], where they show that
the amplitude of the converted electric field can be drastically increased (by a factor of 10 in their exam-
ple of a thin shale layer), if there is a thin layer of a third type of material present close to the interface
that generates the IR field. Furthermore, Dietrich and Garambois [2013] discuss a possible super-resolution
of very thin layers using the seismo-electromagnetic conversions. When studying seismo-electromagnetic
thin-bed responses, important questions to ask are, of course: What is the subseismic resolution limit for
seismo-electromagnetic sensitivity? Does an increase in the amount of thin beds necessarily lead to an
increase of the IR field signal strength? What parameters play a role in determining whether constructive or
destructive interference occurs? Do different pore fluid contrasts and relative thicknesses have an effect on
the interference pattern? As Widess [1973] already acknowledges, how thin is a thin bed? Seismically speak-
ing, based on reflective properties, a thin bed may be defined as a bed with a thickness that is less than𝜆peak/8.
In this case, the reflections of the top and bottom edges of the thin-bed interfere constructively [Zhou, 2014].
Here 𝜆peak is the dominant wavelength for the seismic velocity of the bed [Widess, 1973], determined by the
relation between peak frequency of the source wavelet and the seismic wave velocity of the layer under con-
sideration. In addition, Widess [1973] observed that for bed thicknesses smaller than the tuning thickness,
the composite wavelet approaches the derivative of the basic wavelet [Zhou, 2014]. It is important to real-
ize that when geologists speak of thin beds, they often refer to beds of a few centimeters to meters thick,
whereas the seismic definition of a thin bed can result in much thicker beds. As an example, consider a peak
frequency of a wavelet of 30 Hz and a medium with a P wave velocity of 3000 m/s, which results in a peak
wavelength of 100 m. According to Widess [1973], every bed with a thickness of 12.5 m or less is considered a
thin bed. Geologically speaking, according to the seismic definition, most beds in nature are then a thin bed.
For seismo-electromagnetics, it is yet unknown what should be considered as a thin bed, if tuning effects
or wavelet shape changes occur, and for which bed thicknesses the seismo-electromagnetic signals are not
sensitive anymore.

3. Method: Numerical Modeling

To investigate the effects of thin beds on seismo-electromagnetic signals, we make use of our analytically
based, numerical modeling code for layered Earth systems ESSEMOD [Grobbe and Slob, 2013; Grobbe et al.,
2014, N. Grobbe et al., submitted manuscript, 2015]. ESSEMOD is capable of modeling all existing electroseis-
mic and seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver combinations. In this study, we focus on the effect of thin
beds on the most common seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver combination, a horizontal electric field
component E1 in the x1 direction due to a horizontal seismic dipole bulk force source f b

1 (for example, a seismic
shear wave vibrator) in the same x1 direction. Of course, a similar numerical study can be carried out focusing
on other source-receiver combinations.

We simulate seismo-electromagnetic wave propagation through layered-Earth configurations with different
amounts and thicknesses of thin beds to study the effect of bed thinning on the amplification or weakening
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Table 1. Overview of the Velocities of the Different Field Types, Input Medium Parameters, and Relevant Petrophysical Parameters Determining the Static
Coupling Coefficient for Each of the Different Mediaa

Physical Quantity Medium A (Top hs) Medium B (Layer or hs) Medium C (Layer or hs)

Fast P wave velocity (m/s) 3159.81–3159.84 3153.67–3153.68 3348.94–3349.00

Slow P wave velocity (m/s) 2.89–92.96 3.98–131.09 5.46–189.62

S wave velocity (m/s) 2110.79–2110.87 1952.83–1953.03 1886.09–1886.70

Electromagnetic (EM) velocity (m/s) 31796.34–1005899.70 4496.68–142233.40 20109.77–636104.47

Static coupling coefficient 0 (m2sV−1) 9.07 ⋅ 10−9 2.08 ⋅ 10−9 1.65 ⋅ 10−9

Zeta potential double layer 𝜁p (V) −9.6 ⋅ 10−2 −4.4 ⋅ 10−2 −7 ⋅ 10−2

Electric conductivity fluid 𝜎f (S m−1) 9.27 ⋅ 10−3 0.93 9.27 ⋅ 10−2

Complex electric conductivity �̂�e (S m−1) 1.24 ⋅ 10−3 6.18 ⋅ 10−2 3.09 ⋅ 10−3

Porosity 𝜙 (-) 0.4 0.2 0.1

Electric permittivity vacuum 𝜖0 (F m−1) 8.85 ⋅ 10−12 8.85 ⋅ 10−12 8.85 ⋅ 10−12

Relative electric permittivity fluid 𝜖f
r (-) 80 80 80

Relative electric permittivity solid 𝜖s
r (-) 4 4 4

Fluid density 𝜌f (kg m−3) 1 ⋅ 103 1 ⋅ 103 1 ⋅ 103

Solid density 𝜌s (kg m−3) 2.7 ⋅ 103 2.7 ⋅ 103 2.7 ⋅ 103

Shear modulus framework grains Gfr (N m−2) 9 ⋅ 109 9 ⋅ 109 9 ⋅ 109

Viscosity pore fluid 𝜂 (N s m−2) 1 ⋅ 10−3 1 ⋅ 10−3 1 ⋅ 10−3

Static permeability k0 (m2) 1.3 ⋅ 10−12 1.6 ⋅ 10−12 2.2 ⋅ 10−12

Tortuosity 𝛼∞ (-) 3.0 3.0 3.0

Bulk modulus framework grains Kfr (N m−2) 4 ⋅ 109 4 ⋅ 109 4 ⋅ 109

Bulk modulus solid Ks (N m−2) 4 ⋅ 1010 4 ⋅ 1010 4 ⋅ 1010

Bulk modulus fluid Kf (N m−2) 2.2 ⋅ 109 2.2 ⋅ 109 2.2 ⋅ 109

Electrolyte concentration pore fluid C (mol L−1) 1 ⋅ 10−4 1 ⋅ 10−2 1 ⋅ 10−3

pH (-) 7 7 7

Ionic mobility of cations b+ (m s−1 N−1) 3 ⋅ 1011 3 ⋅ 1011 3 ⋅ 1011

Ionic mobility of anions b− (m s−1 N−1) 3 ⋅ 1011 3 ⋅ 1011 3 ⋅ 1011

Similarity parameter m (-) 8 8 8
aTo illustrate the frequency dependency of certain wave/field types, velocity ranges (the real parts of the complex velocities) are displayed for the bandwidth

under consideration. Note that the EM-velocities are proportional to the square root of frequency.

of the IR fields. To fully focus on the effect of the thin beds we use two very simple reference configura-
tions consisting of two homogeneous half-spaces (hs), either medium A and medium B or medium A and
medium C.

In Table 1, we present the effective seismo-electromagnetic velocities of the different field types, the input
medium parameters, and the relevant petrophysical parameters determining the static coupling coefficient,
for each of the different media. We can observe that the dominant factor is the change in porosity of the
medium. The shear waves are more affected by a porosity change than pressure waves (the pores are saturated
with fluid, so higher porosity means more fluid), which explains why the P wave velocity does not vary as
much as the shear wave velocity does.

The seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient is the coefficient that controls the amount of coupling
between elastic waves and electromagnetic fields in porous media and therefore plays a crucial role in
seismo-electromagnetic studies. As discussed in section 1, different underlying theoretical assumptions can
lead to different expressions for the dynamic coupling coefficient, the dynamic permeability, and the com-
plex conductivity. Since we follow the assumptions as made by Pride [1994], the expressions for these three
important parameters are

̂ = 0

⎡⎢⎢⎣1 + s
𝜔c

m
4

(
1 − 2

dl

Λ

)2 ⎛⎜⎜⎝1 − dl

√
s𝜌f

𝜂

⎞⎟⎟⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎦

− 1
2

, (1)

k̂ = k0

[(
1 + s

𝜔c

4
m

) 1
2

+ s
𝜔c

]−1

, (2)
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�̂�e = 𝜙𝜎f

𝛼∞

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣1 +
2
(

Cem + Ĉos

)
𝜎fΛ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3)

where we used an opposite definition of the Fourier transform compared to Pride [1994]. The “hat” sym-
bol indicates frequency dependency (in the space-radial frequency domain). For notational convenience,
we introduced in our notation the Laplace parameter s = j𝜔. In equation (1), m is the similarity parameter,
representing a combination of pore geometry parameters. The similarity parameter is a dimensionless
number that will be fixed to a value of 8 [Johnson et al., 1987; Johnson, 1989]. Furthermore, Λ represents
the volume-to-surface ratio of the porous material and dl the Debye screening length [e.g., Pride, 1994;
Schoemaker et al., 2012]. The fluid density is indicated with 𝜌f , and 𝜂 represents the viscosity of the pore fluid.
In addition, 0 represents the static coupling coefficient, which is defined as [Garambois and Dietrich, 2001;
Pride and Garambois, 2005]

0 = −
𝜙𝜀0𝜀

f
r𝜁

p

𝛼∞𝜂

(
1 − 2

dl

Λ

)
, (4)

where 𝜙 is the porosity (as a volume fraction), 𝜖0 and 𝜖f
r are the electric permittivity of vacuum and the rela-

tive electric permittivity of the fluid, respectively, and 𝛼∞ represents the tortuosity of the porous medium, a
parameter describing the pore geometry. An important parameter is 𝜁p, the zeta potential. This is an electri-
cal potential that quantifies the mobile excess charge in the electrochemical double layer [e.g., Morgan et al.,
1989; Schakel and Smeulders, 2010]. When the zeta potential is equal to zero, no electrokinetic coupling is
induced. In equation (2), k0 represents the static permeability. Looking at equation (3), we can recognize an
excess conductance term Cem that is associated with electromigration of excess charge and a dynamic excess
conductance term Ĉos that is related to electroosmosis. Important in both equations (1) and (2) is 𝜔c, rep-
resenting the critical frequency separating the low-frequency viscous flow regime from the high-frequency
inertial flow regime, defined as

𝜔c =
𝜙𝜂

𝛼∞k0𝜌
f
. (5)

For realistic rock and fluid parameters and general field scenarios, this transition frequency lies above the max-
imum frequency of interest (this maximum being roughly between 10 and 1000 Hz). Therefore, the dynamic
coupling coefficient can be reduced to the static coupling coefficient, which, in the limit where dl

Λ
is small, can

be written as [Garambois and Dietrich, 2001; Pride and Garambois, 2005]

0 = −
𝜙𝜀0𝜀

f
r𝜁

p

𝛼∞𝜂
. (6)

A similar reasoning holds for the dynamic permeability, which can be approximated by the static permeability
for the frequency range of interest. The frequency-dependent electroosmotic conductance term in (3) does
not cause relaxation in the electrical conductivity for the frequency band under consideration. Therefore, fol-
lowing Pride and Garambois [2005], we can use the following reduced static expression (to leading order in
dl

Λ
) for the conductivity

�̂�e = 𝜙𝜎f

𝛼∞
. (7)

We use Nt = 2048 time samples with a time-sampling step of Δt = 0.001 s. The amount of radial frequencies
is N𝜔 = Nt∕2+1 and the radial frequency sampling stepΔ𝜔 = 2𝜋∕(Nt⋅Δt) rad s−1. The wavelet is a causal, first
derivative of a Gaussian with peak frequency of 30 Hz and an amplification factor of 1⋅109. Let us start with the
reference configuration of hs A above hs B. We now define a package of certain package thickness PT, which
we insert in between hs A and hs B (see Figure 1). We consider configurations with PT=20, 40, 80, and 160˜m. In
addition, we consider PT= 70 and 105 m, which correspond to the dominant wavelength of the shear (S) wave
and the Biot fast pressure (P) wave, respectively. According to Widess [1973], the minimum seismic thin-bed
thickness then reads by definition 𝜆peak∕8 = 105∕8 = 13.125 m for P waves and 𝜆peak∕8 = 70∕8 = 8.75 m for
S waves.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the two reference configurations and the inserted packages of thin beds, with a total
package thickness PT.

We divide the package PT into an even amount of thin beds Nl. The layers alternate between medium B and
medium C or vice versa. We consider the following amounts of sublayers: Nl = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and for PT> 40 m
also Nl = 64. By fixing the package thickness and dividing it consistently into different amounts of thin beds,
the bed thickness changes accordingly. In this way both the effects of bed thickness and amount of beds can
be investigated.

4. Results

In this section, we present the results of the various numerical thin-bed experiments. We first present the
results of the model A-B-C-B, which yields constructive interference. We look at both the effects of varying
package thicknesses, varying bed thicknesses, and varying amounts of sublayers. Then, we present the results
of model A-C-B-C, which leads to destructive interference. To exclude possible artifacts due to the periodic-
ity of the models used, we compare these results with a model with arbitrary bed thicknesses and a model
with random bed thicknesses. Here arbitrary means manually chosen by the user in an arbitrary fashion and
random means mathematically random. We slowly increase the amount of sublayers with varying bed thick-
nesses for a total package thickness PT of 80 m. To study the effect of coupling coefficients on the interference
patterns, we focus on varying electrolyte concentrations in the pore fluid. We finalize by investigating the sen-
sitivity of the model to different saturating fluids, namely, an oil/water contact in a porous rock. We simulate
oil production where the thickness of the oil layer compared to the water layer thickness starts varying.

4.1. Constructive Interference
Let us start with the configurations A-B-C-B, A-B-C-B-C-B, and so on. We model the reference response as hs
A above hs B. A right-handed Cartesian spatial coordinate system is considered, where x3 is pointing down-
ward representing depth. The source is located at x3 = 100 m and the receivers are placed at x3 = 700 m.
The interface that separates the bottom of hs A from the top of the inserted thin-bed package is located at
x3 = 1000 m depth (or in other words, this is the interface separating hs A from hs B in the reference response).
Considering the seismic wave velocities of medium A (see Table 1), we expect the generated IR fields to arrive
at one-way seismic time t = 0.285 s for the P wave-associated IR field (from now on referred to as PIR), and
at t = 0.427 s for the IR field generated by an S wave (referred to as SIR). The rest of the visible events rep-
resent coseismic wavefields. Note that for this specific medium configuration and acquisition scenario, the

Figure 2. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, for different package thicknesses PT with equal
individual bed thicknesses of (a) 10 m and (b) 5 m.
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Figure 3. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, for different package thicknesses PT with equal
individual bed thicknesses of 2.5 m (a) at zero offset and (b) at 140 m offset.

event marked as PIR is actually a combination of the P wave-associated IR field and the coseismic field asso-
ciated with the direct shear wave from the source to the receiver level. Both events arrive more or less at the
same time in the seismo-electromagnetic record, especially at zero offset. We will evaluate this event more
carefully later on.

We first present the seismo-electromagnetic thin-bed responses for different package thicknesses PT with
equal bed thicknesses (and hence different amounts of thin beds Nl per package thickness). Figure 2a presents
the results for bed thicknesses of 10 m and Figure 2b for bed thicknesses of 5 m. The reference response is
the response when PT = 0 and hence Nl = 0. Looking at Figure 2, several observations can be made. We can
clearly observe that the PIR signal at t = 0.285 s is not strengthened or weakened at all due to the presence
of thin beds. The SIR at t = 0.427 s, on the other hand, is clearly affected by the thin beds. The differences
in sensitivity, between the PIR and SIR responses, to specific contrasts in medium parameters are determined
by the reflection coefficients of these conversions. To analyze these effects in greater detail, the reflection
behavior of these conversions needs to be studied separately. This is beyond the scope of this paper. Figure 2a
shows that for bed thicknesses of 10 m, multiples are visible which are not present in the reference response.
In this case, the signal can still distinguish between the individual layers. There seems to be a slight increase
of the SIR amplitude with increasing Nl, but overall, the beds are still too thick to yield significant construc-
tive or destructive interference. Figure 2b shows that for PT = 20 m and PT = 40 m, multiples are still visible
for bed thicknesses of 5 m, whereas for PT = 80 and PT = 160 m, the multiples start vanishing. Further-
more, PT = 160 m displays the largest SIR amplification. Hence, increasing amounts of thin beds of the same
thickness (in this case 5 m) can cause the multiples to start vanishing at a certain point (in this case for PT= 80
or larger) and the SIR to increase. Nevertheless, we can also observe that the SIR does not necessarily increase
with increasing Nl. Figure 3a presents the zero-offset results for bed thicknesses of 2.5 m. Similar patterns can
be observed as in Figure 2. Comparing the results for different PT with the reference response, we see that for
PT = 20 and PT = 40, additional multiples are still visible before the SIR compared to the reference response,
whereas these multiples vanish again with increasing PT and hence increasing Nl. Overall, increasing Nl seems
to yield an increase in SIR strength. Figure 3b shows the same results but now for 140 m offset. We can see that
the shape of the PIR event changes with offset, but there is still no visible signal interference due to the pres-
ence of thin beds. The SIR reference response is slightly diminished. In addition, the highest signal strength
now occurs for PT = 80, instead of PT = 160. Furthermore, PT = 80 now shows an additional multiple just
after the SIR response, indicating that for greater offsets, not all multiples are compressed yet for the amount
of sublayers in PT = 80. This can be explained in terms of the apparent thicknesses of the beds, which can
vary with offset.

Let us study the offset behavior of the thin-bed interference patterns more closely. Figure 4 displays the
constructive interference patterns with increasing amounts of thin beds for a package thickness of 40 m, at dif-
ferent offsets. Figure 4a represents the zero-offset trace, Figure 4b shows the interference behavior at different
offsets, ranging from −240 m to 240 m.
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Figure 4. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, for a package thickness PT = 40 m and increasing
amounts of thin beds Nl. (a) Zero-offset trace, (b) interference behavior at different offsets, ranging from −240 m
to 240 m. Starting at −240 m, we display each eighth trace with 10 m receiver spacing.

We can observe that, as concluded before, constructive interference occurs for the SIR signal, with increasing
signal strength for an increasing amount of thin beds. This behavior is visible not only at zero offset (Figure 4a)
but also at larger offsets (Figure 4b). However, the SIR signal itself becomes weaker with increasing offset.
The PIR response is not visibly affected by the presence of (varying amounts of ) thin beds. Not only at zero
offset but also for all offsets. The P wave-related seismo-electromagnetic interface response coupling occurs
mainly at normal incidence, in the first Fresnel zone [Garambois and Dietrich, 2002]. The offset behavior visible
in Figure 4b displays the offset behavior of the electric field that is the result of a seismic-to-electromagnetic
interface conversion mainly at normal incidence. In that sense, it does not capture the offset behavior of the
incoming seismic wave at the interface. However, as stated earlier, the PIR-indicated event for this specific
configuration and medium is actually a combination of the P wave-related interface response field and the
direct coseismic shear wave. This can also be observed looking at the larger offsets, where the waveform
changes and displays a mixture of two events: one displaying the seismic moveout of the direct coseismic
shear wave, the other corresponding to the more or less instantaneously arriving (and hence horizontal) inter-
face response field. The relative contributions of each event to the signal strength are hard to distinguish in
this scenario. To purely study the effects of bed thinning on the P wave-related interface response field only,
we consider, solely for this specific experiment, a different acquisition geometry for the same model, where

Figure 5. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, for a package thickness PT = 40 m and increasing
amounts of thin beds Nl. In this specific example, the source is located at 100 m depth, but the receivers are now located
at 300 m depth. The rest of the model is identical to the other models. (a) Zero-offset trace, (b) interference behavior at
different offsets, from −240 m to 240 m. Starting at −240 m, we display each eighth trace with 10 m receiver spacing.
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Figure 6. Response for thin-bed geometry A-B-C-B, varying with the amount of layers Nl, for a package thickness of
(a) 80 m and (b) 160 m.

the source is still located at 100 m depth, but the receivers are now located at 300 m depth. This changes
the arrival times of the direct and reflected coseismic fields, but not the one-way seismic arrival times of the
interface response fields. Figure 5 presents the results of this study. In Figure 5a, we display the zero-offset
trace for a package thickness of 40 m and an increasing amount of thin beds. The record only displays the
pure P wave-related interface response field and the S wave-related interface response fields. The direct and
reflected coseismic fields (both P and S wave related), are arriving at times outside the chosen time window.
We can clearly observe the constructive interference occurring for the SIR event, with increasing amounts of
thin beds. We can also observe that the PIR event is visibly not affected by the bed thinning and amounts of
thin beds. These observations also hold for other offsets (Figure 5b). In addition, we see that the PIR and SIR
events both have smaller absolute amplitudes than in Figure 4a. This is logical due to the longer path that the
diffusive interface response EM fields require in the scenario of Figure 5a, before they reach the receiver level.
Comparing the PIR events in Figures 4b and 5b, we can clearly observe that the moveout behavior is differ-
ent in both cases. In Figure 4b, the PIR event clearly displays a seismic moveout behavior as well, whereas
in Figure 5b the PIR event is more or less horizontal. This shows that the PIR event in the other experiments
are indeed a combination of the P wave-related IR field and the direct coseismic shear wave. Nevertheless,
Figure 5b proves that the pure P wave-related IR field is indeed not affected by the amounts of thin beds
present and the bed thinning, so our observations regarding this aspect are consistent. Furthermore, we
can see that the reference PIR amplitude is smaller than the reference SIR amplitude in Figure 5b, whereas
in Figure 4b the reference PIR amplitude is slightly larger than the reference SIR amplitude. This might be
an indication of the relative contribution of the direct coseismic shear wave and the P wave-related IR field
in Figure 4b. On the other hand, it might also be (partially) related to different diffusive field attenuation
rates for the PIR and SIR fields, in relation to the distance between the interface and the receiver level. Since
we have demonstrated that the PIR response is not visibly affected by the presence of thin beds, for the
model parameters and seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver type combination under consideration, we
now continue with our original acquisition geometry, having sources located at 100 m depth and receivers
at 700 m depth.

To take a closer look at the effects of increasing Nl in a certain PT, we show in Figure 6 the seismo-
electromagnetic response for a thin-bed geometry A-B-C-B, varying with the amount of layers Nl for a fixed
package thickness of either PT = 80 m in Figure 6a or PT = 160 m in Figure 6b. We can observe that the gener-
ated multiple train caused by relatively “thick” beds, at low values for Nl and relatively high PT, is compressed
with increasing Nl and correspondingly decreasing bed thickness. The individual beds are slowly not sensed
anymore by the signal and as a result the multiples vanish and the package of thin beds starts acting like an
effective medium. In this way the multiples start “mapping” at the arrival time of the SIR. Hence, one can intu-
itively understand that increasing amounts of thin beds can lead to an increased IR signal strength. This is what
we also observed in Figures 2 and 3. One can argue that as soon as all multiples have been compressed, the
maximum signal strengthening has been achieved. We can observe that the seismo-electromagnetic signal
is still affected for a while by the amount of thin beds even when the individual beds are already not recog-
nized anymore (no multiples). Another way to look at this is that further thinning of the sublayers, at a certain
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Figure 7. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, varying with the amount of layers Nl for packages with
tuning thicknesses of (a) 70 m (dominant shear wavelength) and (b) 105 m (dominant pressure wavelength).

point, does not improve the signal strength of the IR fields anymore, since the thickness is below the sensitive
resolution of the seismo-electromagnetic fields. Illustrative examples can be found comparing the signal of
Nl = 32 with the signal of Nl = 64 for PT = 80 in Figure 6a. So, we can distinguish two limits of bed thickness:
an upper limit and a lower limit. The upper limit of bed thickness determines whether the individual layers
are still recognized or not. When beds are thinner than this limit, the package of thin beds starts acting like an
effective medium and the multiples vanish from the record. The lower limit of bed thickness determines the
border from whereon further thinning does not affect the seismo-electromagnetic IR signal strength anymore,
because the bed thickness is below the sensitive resolution of the seismo-electromagnetic fields.

From the results of Figures 2, 3, and 6, we can conclude that both the thickness of the thin beds as well as the
amount of thin beds play a role in whether or not the multiples (created by the individual thin beds) vanish
in the record (i.e., are compressed at the SIR of the reference response). The upper limit seems to occur when
the thin-bed thickness reaches a value of around 5 m thickness (and Nl> 16). This corresponds to thicknesses
of 1/14 and 1/21 of the dominant S and P wavelengths, 70 m and 105 m, respectively. The lower limit, from
whereon further thinning does not affect the signal strength anymore, seems to occur around 2.5 m thickness.
This lower limit corresponds to 1/28 and 1/42 of the dominant S and P wavelengths, respectively. An impor-
tant anomaly to the general pattern described above can be observed in PT = 160, for Nl = 2. In this case the
individual bed thicknesses equal 80 m, which is around the dominant S wavelength. This observation stimu-
lates P and S wave tuning experiments, where the amount of thin beds is increased each with a bed thickness
of either the dominant P or S wavelength. These experiments showed that for both cases, increasing Nl did
not make a difference for the amplifying effect and the results are not displayed here. In another tuning exper-
iment, we focus on the package thickness PT. The results are displayed in Figure 7. We look at the interference
patterns for varying Nl in tuning package thicknesses of PT = 70 m (Figure 7a) or PT = 105 m (Figure 7b). We
can observe that in both cases, there seems to be a maximum strengthening of the S wave-related IR signal
of a factor 3, higher than we have observed in the earlier presented experiments. This is an indication that not
only the amount of thin beds Nl and the thin-bed thickness but also the package thickness PT itself plays an
important role in the amplification of the SIR due to thin-bed geological structures.

4.2. Destructive Interference
Let us now look what happens if we change the order of the thin beds, i.e., looking at configurations like
A-C-B-C with reference response hs A-hs C. Except the change in the order of the thin beds, the modeling
experiment is identical to the experiment discussed above. In Figure 8, displaying the results of these exper-
iments, similar observations can be made as before in Figures 2–7, except that now increasing Nl leads to a
decreased signal strength of the S wave-related IR field. Looking at the medium properties of media B and C,
two main differences can be observed. First, the contrast in electromagnetic velocity between medium B and
medium A is much larger than between medium C and medium A. Second, the coupling coefficient of medium
B is larger than the one of medium C and therefore forms a smaller difference with the highest coupling coef-
ficient, that of medium A. Hence, the contrast in coupling coefficients between medium A and package of
thin-beds PT is positive (i.e., the upper layer has a higher value than the lower layer of the contrast under
consideration). Intuitively, one can imagine that the contrast in coupling coefficients plays an important role
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Figure 8. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-C-B-C, varying with the amount of layers Nl for package thicknesses (a) 20 m, (b) 40 m, (c) 80 m,
(d) 160 m, (e) 70 m (dominant S wavelength), and (f ) 105 m (dominant P wavelength).

in the signal strengthening or weakening of the IR fields. One can observe that the reference response of
hs A- hs C indeed has a higher S wave-related IR field than the reference response of hs A-hs B due to the
higher contrast in coupling coefficients. However, remarkable is the fact that additional thin-bed contrasts
decrease the SIR in case of packages of thin beds that have alternating thin beds starting with medium C over
medium B (a negative coupling coefficient contrast) but increase the SIR when the thin-bed alternations start
with medium B over medium C (a positive coupling coefficient contrast).

Intuitively, the controlling factor seems to be whether the package of thin beds starts with a positive or neg-
ative contrast in coupling coefficient. To focus on the effect of contrasts in coupling coefficients, we will now
briefly investigate what happens to the thin-bed responses when we change the electrolyte concentrations
in the pore fluid.

4.3. Different Electrolyte Concentrations in the Pore Fluid
The electrolyte concentration in the pore fluid directly influences the zeta potential. For example, the empirical
study by Pride and Morgan [1991] found

𝜁p = 8 + 26log10C, (8)

to be a reasonable approximation of the zeta potential (with the zeta potential in millivolts). Here C denotes
the electrolyte concentration of the pore fluid in mol/L. Revil et al. [1999] have demonstrated this equation
from first principles using electrical double-layer theory. They provide a physical explanation for the two con-
stants that appear in equation (8). As we have seen, the zeta potential on its turn directly influences the value
of the static seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient 0 (equation (6)).

Several laboratory studies have shown that a higher ionic concentration leads to a lower seismo-
electromagnetic coupling coefficient and a weaker observed seismo-electromagnetic effect [e.g.,
Schoemaker, 2011; Zhu and Toksöz, 2013]. We here focus solely on the effect of changing electrolyte concen-
trations. Therefore, all other seismo-electromagnetic input model parameters are chosen equal to each other
for all three media (media A, B, and C), resulting in (more or less) equal seismic velocities for all media. Since
there are no seismic velocity contrasts, there are no coseismic reflection arrivals to be expected in the records.
The parameters that directly or indirectly depend on the electrolyte concentration of course do change
accordingly (e.g., fluid conductivity), resulting in differences in the electromagnetic velocities between the
three media.
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Figure 9. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, varying with the amount of layers Nl for package
thickness PT = 80 and varying coupling coefficients. (a) Relative distribution of coupling coefficients: medium
A < medium B < medium C. (b) Relative distribution of coupling coefficients: medium A < medium C < medium B.

We use a package of PT = 80 m, with structure A-B-C-B. The electrolyte concentrations are chosen such that
medium A has the highest electrolyte concentration of 1⋅10−4 mol/L and hence the lowest coupling coefficient
with a value of 9.07⋅10−9 m2 s V−1. We vary the relative distribution of concentrations between media B and C,
using values of 1 ⋅10−5 mol/L and 1 ⋅10−6 mol/L. In this way, either medium B has a higher concentration than
medium C or vice versa. The corresponding coupling coefficients are 1.15⋅10−8 m2 s V−1 and 1.4⋅10−8 m2 s V−1,
respectively. The contrast in coupling coefficient between medium A and the package of thin-bed PT now
has a negative contrast (opposite to the results of Figure 6a). The results are presented in Figure 9. Figure 9a
shows the results where medium C has a higher coupling coefficient than medium B, resulting in a negative
thin-bed contrast within the package PT (since PT starts with medium B over medium C). We observe, focus-
ing on the first peak of the SIR, that with increasing Nl, the SIR response slightly increases as well. Figure 9b
presents the results where medium B has a higher coupling coefficient than medium C, resulting in a positive
thin-bed contrast within the package PT. We now observe that with increasing Nl, the SIR decreases. At first
sight, this seems to be contradicting with the observations of Figure 6a, where a positive thin-bed contrast
within package PT resulted in increasing SIR with increasing Nl, and a negative contrast resulted in decreasing
SIR with increasing Nl. However, there is another difference between the experiments resulting in Figures 6a
and 9. In Figure 6a, the contrast between medium A and the package of thin-bed PT was positive, whereas
for Figure 9, this contrast is negative. In both cases, when the combined result of the contrast between upper
half-space and package of thin beds, and the internal thin-bed contrast is positive, constructive interference
occurs, whereas destructive interference occurs when the combined contrast is negative. We can also observe
in Figure 9b that a higher contrast between media A and B results in a higher reference response SIR. Besides
the above observations, we can observe that the PIR response in these experiments is also affected by the
presence of thin beds. In Figure 9a we can see that the PIR has a smaller reference response than in Figure 9b,
but has a signal strengthening due to the presence of thin beds. We can also observe that the PIR waveform
is slightly changed (this also slightly occurs for the SIR). This impedes the interpretation of the interference
patterns: it is difficult to determine whether signal strengthening or weakning occurs with increasing Nl.

4.4. Random Models
To exclude the possibility of introduced artifacts due to the periodicity of the thin-bed models under consid-
eration, we investigate the signal interference patterns for a model with package thickness PT = 80 m, where
the added sublayers have either arbitrary arbitrarily chosen by the user or mathematically random bed thick-
nesses. The random bed thicknesses are determined using a single uniformly distributed random number
generator in the interval (0,1), which calculates the random positions (for a fixed amount) of the interfaces as
a fraction of the sum of the random numbers times the fixed package thickness. In other words, each layer
is a random fraction of the package thickness. We increase “randomization” going from arbitrary models to
random models. We still vary the amount of sublayers Nl as we did before, with the pattern A-B-C-B and so
on. The results are presented in Figure 10a for arbitrary bed thicknesses and in Figure 10b for random bed
thicknesses.
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Figure 10. Response for thin-bed geometries of the form A-B-C-B, varying with the amount of layers Nl for a package
thickness of 80 m and with (a) arbitrary bed thicknesses and (b) random bed thicknesses.

We compare the results of Figure 10 with the result of the periodic thin-bed experiments for a package thick-
ness PT = 80 m with equally thick thin beds as presented earlier in Figure 6a. We can clearly observe similar
signal-enhancing interference patterns for the shear wave-related IR field. We can again observe that for
increasing amounts of sublayers, the multiple arrivals from the relatively thick sublayers (low amount of sub-
layers) are being compressed and map at the arrival time of the shear wave-related IR field. However, where
in the periodic case the line representing a total of 64 sublayers (Nl = 64) yields the largest signal strength
for the shear wave-related IR field, in the case of arbitrary sublayer thickness of Figure 10a, both Nl = 16 and
Nl = 64result in the largest signal strength. Looking more closely, we can still observe that for Nl = 64, small
multiples are being observed, for example, at times slightly less than t = 0.43 s. This might indicate that for
Nl = 64 and PT = 80 m, the seismo-electromagnetic signal still did not fully reach its maximum thin-bed
sensitivity in thin-bed settings with arbitrary bed thickness. When we increase the randomness of the bed
thickness, we can again observe that the multiples are being compressed with increasing Nl, and also the max-
imum amplification for Nl = 64 is less than in the case of periodic and arbitrary layering. Furthermore, there
seems to be a slightly bigger phase shift on the SIR responses for different Nl in case of completely random
bed thicknesses. Overall, the interference patterns between Figures 6a, 10a, and 10b look very similar, with
similar multiple convergence pattern. Therefore, we can conclude that the earlier discussed interference pat-
terns are not artifacts due to the periodicity of the sublayer thickness, but represent seismo-electromagnetic
signal-enhancing (or destructing) interference mechanisms. Nevertheless, there seems to be a higher ampli-
fication of the SIR when the thin-bed thicknesses are less random. Also, the multiples seem to converge at
smaller Nl in scenarios with less randomness for the bed thicknesses (or in other words, higher periodicity).

Figure 11. Oil-water monitoring.
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Table 2. Overview of the Relevant Parameters and Wave/Field Velocities for Each of the Different Media (Only the Deviations From Table 1 Are Presented)a

Physical Quantity Medium A (Top hs) Medium B (Layer or hs) Effective Parameters Oil Layer

Electric conductivity fluid 𝜎f (S/m) 0.93 0.93 0.19

Complex electric conductivity �̂�e (S/m) 0.12 6.18⋅10−2 1.24⋅10−2

Electrolyte concentration pore fluid C (mol L−1) 1.0 ⋅ 10−2 1.0 ⋅ 10−2 0.002

Relative electric permittivity fluid 𝜖f
r (-) 70 70 20.4

Viscosity pore fluid 𝜂 (N s m−2) 1 ⋅ 10−3 1 ⋅ 10−3 1.4 ⋅ 10−3

Bulk modulus fluid Kf (N m−2) 2.25 ⋅ 109 2.25 ⋅ 109 1.49 ⋅ 109

Fluid density 𝜌f (kg m−3) 1.0 ⋅ 103 1.0 ⋅ 103 9.32 ⋅ 102

Static coupling coefficient 0 (m2 s V−1) 3.64 ⋅ 10−9 1.82⋅10−9 5.35 ⋅ 10−10

Zeta potential double layer 𝜁p (V) −4.4 ⋅ 10−2 −4.4 ⋅ 10−2 −6.22 ⋅ 10−2

P wave velocity (m/s) 3166.73–3166.76 3163.19–3163.19 3015.65–3015.66

Slow P wave velocity (m/s) 2.91–93.74 4.00–131.93 2.98–96.96

S wave velocity (m/s) 2110.79–2110.87 1952.83–1953.03 1958.49–1958.57

EM velocity (m/s) 3179.63–1.01 ⋅ 105 4496.68–142233.38 10054.89–318044.72
aMedia A and B are water saturated. To illustrate the frequency dependency of certain wave/field types, velocity ranges (the real parts of the complex velocities)

are displayed for the bandwidth under consideration. Note that the EM velocities are proportional to the square root of frequency.

4.5. Reservoir Monitoring: Oil-Water Contacts
We now focus on the sensitivity of the seismo-electromagnetic signals to different saturating fluids. We inves-
tigate what happens when the relative thickness of two different saturating fluids in a fixed package of rock
of 30 m thickness (representing a reservoir) changes. To this end, we simulate a medium, where the thickness
of an oil layer decreases and the thickness of a water layer increases. This situation occurs, for example, in an
oil reservoir during production. The starting-thickness ratio is 20 m oil layer and 10 m water layer. The water
layer is fully saturated, the oil layer has 80% oil saturation and 20% water saturation. This leads to the relevant
medium parameters as presented in Table 2 (only the values differing from Table 1 are presented), where the
effective values for the oil layer are displayed (i.e., saturation has already been taken into account). We have
included the effect of saturation in a linear manner, which is allowed due to the volume-averaging principles
that Pride [1994] applied in deriving the seismo-electromagnetic theory. For viscosity, we have used a loga-
rithmic version of linear addition, as presented by Warden et al. [2013]. Figure 11 displays the results of the
oil-water production simulation. The reference response is the seismo-electromagnetic response from hs A
over hs B, where both half-spaces are fully water saturated. Looking at the purely seismic information of the
coseismic fields, we can observe a phase delay due to dispersion related to the presence of (the more viscous)
oil. In addition, we can observe that the presence of oil has a signal-enhancing effect on the SIR field. The high-
est signal strength occurs for the thickest oil layer: 20 m oil layer, 10 m water layer, in other words the starting
thickness ratio of this model. During oil production, when the water content in the 30 m package increases
and the oil layer gets thinner, the shear wave-related IR signal strength weakens. Furthermore, we can observe
that the seismo-electromagnetic signal is very sensitive to the oil-water contact: an oil layer of 0.2 m thickness
(the line representing p2-29p8) is still slightly recognized. Once the oil layer thickness reaches 0.02 m, the cor-
responding line overlaps with the reference response, indicating that the seismo-electromagnetic signal does
not sense the presence of oil anymore. The thickness of 0.2 m is far below the dominant wavelength of the
seismic shear wave generating this SIR, which is about 70 m. According to Widess [1973], beds with thicknesses
less than 1/8 of this dominant wavelength, 8.75 m, are considered thin beds. The seismo-electromagnetic
signal clearly has a very high sensitivity to the presence of oil-water contacts.

5. Discussion

We have studied the effect of changing electrolyte concentrations in the pore fluid on the seismo-
electromagnetic interference patterns. Unfortunately, we cannot directly link these effects to the chang-
ing seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient only: for example, the fluid conductivity also changes with
changing electrolyte concentration, thereby affecting the electromagnetic velocities. However, it seems rea-
sonable to address the observed changes to changes in the seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficients,
since physically speaking these coefficients control the amount of coupling between mechanical waves and
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electromagnetic fields. For other seismo-electromagnetic parameters, it is even harder to uniquely determine
the effect of that specific parameter on the thin-bed interference patterns, since most seismo-electromagnetic
parameters are mutually related. We have of course considered a simple situation where we only changed the
electrolyte concentration of the pore fluid. In reality, the chance that between different media other medium
properties also vary is high. Nevertheless, for monitoring purposes of, for example, oil or gas production, this
is an interesting observation, since we purely focus on changes in the saturating pore fluid and assume that
the rest of the reservoir remains the same. Despite probable changes in permeability during production, this
is a reasonable first assumption.

Our simplified oil/water contact modeling experiments simulating oil production have proven that seismo-
electromagnetic signals are very sensitive to oil-water contacts. This observation has previously been made
in laboratory experiments [e.g., Smeulders et al., 2014]. We have modeled a situation with two immisci-
ble fluids using an approximative theory [Pride, 1994] in which the capillary effects are neglected. This
approach is unable to describe all physical mechanisms involved in the wave propagation and attenu-
ation in porous media containing two immiscible fluids. As an alternative, the formulations of Revil and
Mahardika [2013] could be used. However, macroscopically, we believe that the observed sensitivity effects of
seismo-electromagnetic signals to oil/water contrasts are still valid, and only in terms of amplitudes or exact
interference patterns differences might occur when using the formulation of Revil and Mahardika [2013]. In
our oil/water experiment, we have observed that during oil production, when the water content in the 30 m
package increases and the oil layer gets thinner, the SIR signal strength weakens. However, as we have also
seen, effective strengthening or weakening of thin-bed responses seems to be determined by the contrasts
in seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient. In the laboratory experiments by Smeulders et al. [2014], an
increasing interface response with decreasing oil bed thickness was observed. However, this can probably be
explained due to the fact that in this laboratory experiment, a porous sample was placed in a water tank. The
pressure wave generated by the source in the water, therefore, experiences a contrast between pure water
on both sides of the sample (where the seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficient is zero) and a porous
medium. The contrasts in coupling coefficients are then clearly different from our modeled contrast, and
therefore, it is logical that different effects on the interface response signal are observed, as we have also seen
in our varying electrolyte modeling experiments. However, now that we schematically have simulated an oil
reservoir during production, we can use ESSEMOD to try and validate, as a next step, the oil/water contact
seismo-electromagnetic laboratory experiments as presented by Smeulders et al. [2014].

Since we of course only modeled a few scenarios and contrasts, we do not exclude that different interference
patterns might occur in, for example, media with different medium parameters for the thin beds and thin-bed
contrasts or, for example, when investigating different seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver combinations.
Also, in our varying electrolyte simulations, the upper half-space always had the lowest coupling coefficient.
Different interference patterns are to be expected when the upper half-space has a coupling coefficient that
has a value that lies, for example, in between the coupling coefficients of the thin-bed layers. Besides focusing
at amplitude changes, one could also try to study and exploit the fact that interference patterns can cause
phase shifts and waveform changes as well.

Are thin-bed geological structures the solution for the weak signal-to-noise ratio of the seismo-
electromagnetic signals that limits the use of this technique in the geophysical community? Probably not.
What is more important is the awareness that thin-bed geological settings can have serious consequences
for the recorded seismo-electromagnetic interface response signals, due to complex interference patters. For
example, a strong response in the record might be due to a strong reflector/contrast, but might also be the
effect of signal strengthening/weakening due to the presence of thin beds. Due to the complexity of the inter-
ference patterns and the many possible parameter combinations that can influence these patters, it is very
difficult to find effective medium expressions that properly describe the response of the package of thin beds.

In reality, we of course cannot control the thickness of the beds that we encounter in the field and also not
the order of the contrasts (determining constructive or destructive interference). However, we have seen that
we can distinguish two limits of bed thickness: an upper limit of bed thickness that determines whether the
individual layers are still recognized or not and a lower limit that determines the border from whereon fur-
ther thinning does not affect the seismo-electromagnetic IR signal strength anymore. To have an effective
medium response, the beds need to be thinner than the upper limit. The lower limit determines the maximum
signal strengthening or weakening that can occur, together with the total package thickness of the thin beds.
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The maximum amplitude tuning occurs for package thicknesses similar to the dominant wavelengths of the
P and S waves. We can take this knowledge into account in our acquisition design. By changing the dominant
frequencies of the seismic source signal, we can effectively change the optimal tuning package thickness for
the generated waves. When we have a geological setting where constructive interference occurs, we can try
to optimize the amplitude tuning effects by playing with the source bandwidth. Combined with, for exam-
ple, velocity analysis, this determined dominant wavelength can assist in determining the thin-bed package
thickness of the subsurface. Can we obtain the desired factor of amplitude enhancement that we need to
measure the seismo-electromagnetic signals? We are not sure. However, the investigation presented in this
paper is carried out only for one seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver combination and certain geological
models. Different models can result in different interference patterns that might lead to even greater amplify-
ing effects. Furthermore, there might be differences in signal enhancing for different seismo-electromagnetic
source-receiver combinations. Depending on, for example, the geological properties as obtained from bore-
holes, the optimal seismo-electromagnetic source-receiver combination can be determined (i.e., the combi-
nation that is to be expected to experience maximum signal strengthening) for the specific geological setting
under consideration and hence be taken into account in the seismo-electromagnetic acquisition design, e.g.,
which source and receiver types to deploy. In addition, not only amplitude changes but also phase and wave-
form changes have been observed. These phase and waveform changes could be useful as well but require
additional investigation.

In this paper, we have not focused on the sensitivity of coseismic fields to thin-bed structures. It is impor-
tant to realize that coseismic electromagnetic fields can only provide localized information (at the receivers),
since they copropagate within the seismic waves. Therefore, all seismo-electromagnetic information of the
subsurface thin-bed structures has been lost from the signal once the coseismic fields reach the receivers at
the surface. The only information of the thin-bed structures left in the signal is purely seismic information
(and we have seen that seismic signals are less sensitive to thin beds than seismo-electromagnetic fields).
Nevertheless, there might still be some useful seismic information in the coseismic fields, for example, the
observed phase delay due to dispersion related to the presence of (the more viscous) oil.

The challenge of the weak seismo-electromagnetic signal-to-noise ratio is unfortunately not solved yet. It is
important to be aware that nature can help us in the form of thin-bed geology but can also make our lives
more difficult due to complex signal interference patterns that are hard to describe in terms of an effective
medium. We could try to take these geological settings into account in our acquisition designs and the way we
use our seismo-electromagnetic sources. Existing seismo-electromagnetic signal-enhancing techniques like
seismo-electromagnetic focusing or specific filtering techniques combined with a search for optimal natural
signal enhancements due to thin-bed geology could be a way forward. Combined efforts might yield the
desired amplification factor that is required for industrial and global geophysical applications.

6. Conclusions

Using numerical seismo-electromagnetic wave propagation experiments through packages of thin beds, we
have shown that thin-bed geological settings can improve the signal strength of the seismo-electromagnetic
interface response fields. Increasing amounts of thin beds can cause the shear wave-related interface response
strength to increase or decrease. In our experiments, the pressure wave-related interface response fields are
not visibly affected by the presence of thin beds.

Both the thickness of the thin beds as well as the amount of thin beds play a role in whether or not the multi-
ples (created by the individual thin beds) vanish in the record (i.e., are compressed at the position of the shear
wave-related interface response field in the reference response (the response for which there are no thin beds
present)). We can distinguish two limits of bed thickness: an upper limit and a lower limit. The upper limit
of bed thickness determines whether the individual layers are still recognized or not. When beds are thin-
ner than this limit, the package of thin beds starts acting like an effective medium and the multiples vanish
from the record. The lower limit of bed thickness determines the border from whereon further thinning does
not affect the seismo-electromagnetic IR signal strength anymore, because the bed thickness is below the
sensitive resolution of the seismo-electromagnetic fields. The upper limit seems to occur when the thin-bed
thickness reaches a value of around 5 m thickness. This corresponds to thicknesses of 1/14 and 1/21 of the
dominant S and P wavelengths in our models, 70 m and 105 m, respectively. The lower limit, from whereon
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further thinning does not affect the signal strength anymore, seems to occur around the 2.5 m thickness. This
lower limit corresponds to 1/28 and 1/42 of the dominant S and P wavelengths, respectively. This is far below
the conventional seismic definition of a thin bed.

Tuning package thickness experiments of 70 m and 105 m show that there seems to be a maximum strength-
ening of the shear wave-related interface response signal of a factor 3 for these package thicknesses. This is
an indication that not only the amount of thin beds and the thin-bed thickness but also the package thick-
ness itself plays an important role in the amplification of the shear wave-related interface response fields due
to thin-bed geological structures. The maximum amplitude tuning occurs for package thicknesses similar to
the dominant wavelengths of the P and S waves.

Whether the thin beds result in an effective strengthening or weakening of the signal seems to be determined
by the contrast in seismo-electromagnetic coupling coefficients between the different thin beds. Specific
experiments where the electrolyte concentration of the pore fluid was varied have shown that when the com-
bined result of the coupling coefficient contrast between the upper half-space and package of thin beds and
the internal thin-bed contrast itself is positive, constructive interference occurs, whereas destructive inter-
ference occurs when the combined contrast is negative. Other interference patterns can occur for other
combinations of contrasts, impeding the description of seismo-electromagnetic thin-bed responses in terms
of effective media.

Arbitrary (user chosen) and mathematically random bed thickness modeling experiments resulted in
responses that are very similar to the periodic bed thickness results. We can therefore conclude that the
observed seismo-electromagnetic interference patterns are not artifacts due to the periodicity of the bed
thickness but truly seismo-electromagnetic signal-enhancing (or destructing) interference mechanisms.
Nevertheless, there seems to be a higher amplification of the shear wave-related interface response fields
when the thin-bed thicknesses are less random. Also, the multiples generated by the individual thin beds
seem to converge at smaller amounts of thin beds in scenarios with less randomness for the bed thicknesses
(higher bed periodicity).

Our oil/water contact modeling experiments where the oil layer is gradually thinned prove that the
seismo-electromagnetic signal has a very high sensitivity to oil-water contacts: an oil layer with 20% water
saturation and of 0.2 m thickness, a thickness of about 1

350
of the dominant wavelength of the shear wave gen-

erating this response is still slightly recognized. This is a clear indicator of the high seismo-electromagnetic
sensitivity for different saturating fluids.
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